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AIRCRAFT BUILDING



AIRCRAFT WOOD INSPECTION Part III BY RON ALEXANDER



Figure 1 - Compression wood (left), normal wood right.



This month I will continue the series of articles discussing aircraft wood. As



a brief review, Sitka spruce is the standard wood used in aircraft construction. Other woods are suitable alternatives to spruce such as Douglas fir, white pine,



and western hemlock. Regardless of the choice of wood used by the aircraft builder or restorer, care must be taken



Figure 2 - Compression failure of western hemlock.



The following inspection items



of wood material that will be placed



were previously discussed . . . mois-



within the primary structure of an aircraft. Some of these defects may be



ture content, grain defects, pitch pockets, and pitch streaks. You will find detailed information concerning these items in the January issue of Sport Aviation. As a quick review, the



allowed in non-structural areas when strength is not a requirement.



COMPRESSION WOOD



moisture content of aircraft wood Compression wood is often referred



As I pointed out last month it is difficult for the average person to determine



should be between 8-12%. Wood meeting Military Specification 6073 will contain the proper moisture content when it leaves the mill. Moisture content does have an affect upon the



what type of wood they are using. The



strength of the wood. Grain defects are



relatively wide annual growth rings and



builder must rely upon the kit manufac- found in the slope of the grain and turer or aircraft supplier for the most should not exceed one unit in 15. part. People who work with wood regu- Rings per inch are another grain conlarly can easily distinguish between cern. The rings per inch in Sitka spruce spruce, fir, hemlock, and white pine. should not be less than six. The same figure applies to white pine and westMost of us cannot. We can, however, inspect the wood ern hemlock. Douglas fir has the thoroughly for defects and blemishes. restriction of eight rings per inch. A defect in wood is defined by Govern- Pitch pockets are openings found ment Bulletin ANC-19 as "any within an annual growth ring. They irregularity occurring that may lower should not exceed 1/8" in depth, be its strength." A blemish is simply a cos- wider than one-quarter inch, and not metic defect that has no affect upon the longer than two inches. All pitch pockstrength of the wood. Military Specifi- ets should be more than 12 inches cation 6073 defines the defects that are apart. Pitch streaks should not exceed allowed in spruce. Government Bul- one-half inch in width. Now, let's continue our discussion letin ANC-19 further discusses these defects and how to detect them. If you of wood defects and how to properly are a serious wood builder I suggest identify them. Let me again point out that we are discussing the inspection you acquire both of these documents.



has a yellowish or slightly brownish color when the wood is dry. It will usually be found as streaks of darker wood interspersed with streaks of normal wood. The normal wood will usually have more narrow growth rings. The strength properties of compression wood are lower than that of normal wood, particularly with regard to stiffness and shock resistance. Compression wood will break with a brittle fracture instead of splintering. Again, compression wood is allowed in streaks as long as they do not exceed one-half inch. The Forest Products Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin has been kind enough to provide several of the pictures appearing in this article. Figure 1 is an example of compression wood. Compression wood should not be



to ensure both the type of wood being used is correct along with its quality.



to as hard grain. Mil Spec 6073 states that compression wood in streaks wider



than one-half inch shall not be permitted. Compression wood usually has
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Figure 3 - Indented rings on tangential surface.



Figure 4 - Indented rings on radial surface.



would only be visible with a microscope. Compression failures develop when trees are bent severely by the wind or snow or, more commonly, when the tree is cut. If the tree is felled over another log or any other object a compression failure may result. Rough handling of the log may also cause this defect. Compression failures seriously reduce the shock resisting capacity and bending strength of the wood. When under even a low stress, a compression failure will exhibit itself as a complete fracture across the grain of the wood. For this reason wood suspected of having compression failure should never be used in the primary structure of an aircraft. If you suspect compression failure, you should use a concentrated source of light to view the area. This will enable you to better see the suspected defect. View it at an angle of 45-90° to the grain. A failure will appear as an irregular line extending across the grain of the board. See Figure 2 for an example of compression failure.



WANE Wane is defined as the lack of wood or bark on the edge or corner of a piece of wood. When inspecting a spar, the wood should not be excessively slanted or missing substance on a corner or edge. This defect is readily apparent. Often you will see a piece of bark on an edge or corner instead of solid wood. This, too, is not acceptable. Wane is simply not permitted in spar material. It would have obvious weakening affects upon the spar. It will most likely appear as though the wood has actually been beveled to excess when, in fact, the board is missing wood in that area.
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KNOTS Figure 5 - Indented rings on cross section.



confused with compression failure. Compression failure is a more serious defect and will be discussed next.



COMPRESSION FAILURE Compression failure can present a major problem to the aircraft builder. It is not allowed in aircraft quality wood. What makes it more serious is 104 FEBRUARY 1999



the fact that it is often difficult to detect. Compression failure is defined as deformations or buckling of the wood fibers resulting from severe stress in compression along the grain. It can be recognized as wrinkles across the face of a board. These wrinkles vary from being well-defined wrinkles that are visible to the eye to a very slight crinkling that



A knot in a piece of wood creates obvious problems. They actually cause a distortion and discontinuity of the wood grain. This has a weakening affect. When lumber dries the knots will shrink more than the surrounding wood with a resulting loosening affect. When they are loose they are likely to fall out of the board. Of course, knots are also cosmetically undesirable.



A knot is simply the base of a limb



that was embedded in the trunk of the



tree. A dead limb on a tree will eventually break off with the stub healing over in time. That means distortion of the grain in the form of knots becomes less with increasing diameter of the trunk until clear wood once again appears. The knot will then disappear. That explains why you will often see a knot actually recede in a piece of wood. A knot cut through transversely is defined as a round knot while one cut through lengthwise is known as a spike knot. Concerning the inspection of our spar material, knots are allowed but must meet certain criteria. Any knot on the wide surface of wood that is somewhat flat grained will usually be a round knot. Military Specification 6073 states these knots shall not exceed one-half inch in diameter and the sum of the diameters in any square foot of surface shall not exceed one inch. Edge grained material is what we will probably be using in aircraft construction. (See previous article for definition of edge grain.) Knots on the wide surface of an edge grained piece of wood are usually spike knots. These knots shall not exceed one-quarter inch in diameter. A knot on the narrow surface of a piece of wood (the edge) is not permitted. A valid question is "How do I measure a knot"? Is the knot itself measured or is the distorted grain surrounding the knot included? There will certainly be a difference and the method used to measure the knot will determine whether or not the piece of wood is acceptable. ANC-19 says that the correct method is to measure only the knot itself. It is very difficult to accurately measure the surrounding area because you will be unsure as to where to begin and end that measurement. The wood around the knot will usually slope away from the knot itself. The knot is easy to measure so use its dimensions to determine whether or not the spar is acceptable.



BRASHNESS The wood being subjected to very extreme temperatures causes brashness. Brash wood is often termed "brittle" wood. Brash wood will break suddenly and completely with a small deflection. When it breaks it produces no splinters. It also has very low resistance to shock. Of course, brash wood



is not acceptable to place within an aircraft structure. Brashness is also hard to observe. It should not be a problem for the aircraft builder because it should be discovered at the mill and not shipped to a kit manufacturer or aircraft supplier. Remember now, that we are discussing wood shipped by aviation people and not what is found in your local lumberyard. If you are going to purchase spar material for your aircraft through a lumberyard you need to have a good understanding of wood and how to inspect it. As a quick refresher, wood delivered to the major aircraft suppliers, such as Aircraft Spruce & Specialty, has been graded by the mill and is certified to meet Mil Spec 6073. Mil Spec 6073 requires the professional inspector at the m i l l to test random samples of wood for brashness. They are required to test one out of every 20 boards in a shipment for brashness. If any of these samples fail to meet the brashness requirement, each piece of the shipment will then be examined for this problem and ac-



• FASTER BUILDING



cepted or rejected on the basis of this test. Again, lumber found locally seldom has been tested for this problem.



BLACK STREAK Black streaks in wood resemble pitch pockets in shape but are usually filled with a dark colored substance. Often there will be a slight cavity or chamber in the wood. That is a result of larva or maggots living under the bark. Continuing from this chamber vertically in both directions is a thin layer of dark tissue that usually occupies only a small part of the thickness of an annual growth layer. Looking on a piece of wood from the edge view, the appearance would be a thin black line somewhat wider than a growth ring. The layer of dark tissue including the chamber is termed a "black streak." Black streaks are permitted. However, if a maggot chamber exists in addition to the streak, the chamber itself is limited to the same extent as a pitch pocket. As mentioned, these chambers will often resemble a pitch
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Figure 6 - Bear scratches



pocket. So what should you look for in the spar material? If you see visual black streaks they are acceptable. If you see pitch pockets or dark chambers resembling pitch pockets they should be measured according to the pitch pocket criteria discussed in the last article.



INDENTED RINGS As you read this article it will become more and more apparent to you that many of these defects discussed are difficult for the amateur-builder to detect. That is true. Indented rings are another example. Indented rings are



Onemitlaw you won't "k want to mess with.



fairly common in Sitka spruce (see Figure 3). Another type or configuration of indented rings often found on Sitka spruce is called "bear claw" or "bear scratches." They are called bear scratches because they resemble scratches on the wide surface of the board. Notice they are termed blemishes and not defects. That means they are acceptable and have no affect upon the strength of the wood. Indented rings or bear scratches are very noticeable on the wide surface of a piece of wood and will appear to the amateur builder to present a problem. You should not confuse bear scratches with curly grain. Curly grain will usually appear over a larger area of the surface while bear scratches appear randomly as though done by a bear, if you will. Curly grain may appear as localized waves in the grain while a bear scratch will transcend the cross grain itself. Curly or uneven grain is fairly common and is allowed as long as it does not extend over more than one-quarter of the width of the face of the board at not more than one place every four feet of length.



Their names sound like trouble, but make no mistake—the Maverick, Renegade, and Rebel from Murphy Aircraft are anything but. Like all outlaws from the west, they are rough and ready for action. Combining sharp shooter design and tough as nails materials, these bad boys will win any showdown against any hombre in the sky. And, with so many engine choices, you can have more horsepower than a stampede of raging stallions. So, don't delay—order lU I] (111 W your information package \\ /] [[ UJ J \\ A I R C R A F T MFG. LTD today and soon you'll be



flying off into the sunset.
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Figure 7 - Splits and checks



SHAKE



CHECKS



A shake is a longitudinal crack in a piece of wood that appears between two annual growth rings. The crack is not within a growth ring. It is an actual separation along the grain between the growth rings. Shakes originate in the green timber itself and are not the result of rough handling. Shakes are not very common but if found the wood must be rejected.



Checks are longitudinal cracks in the wood that run across the growth rings. Checks are usually the result of uneven shrinkage when the wood is seasoned. As a review, inspecting wood is a challenging endeavor. Its importance cannot be overemphasized. As I am



sure you can see, purchasing wood from a source other than an aircraft supplier or kit manufacturer should be done with caution. The aircraft supply company will receive wood that meets Mil Spec 6073 and they in turn will inspect it. Kit manufacturers are familiar with wood and how to properly inspect it for defects. Lumberyards are in the business of selling wood to people who are not going to be b u i l d i n g airplanes. If your wood has been inspected by a mill and again by the supplier, common sense tells us that it should be free of most defects. Next month I w i l l present a method of testing wood developed by Wayne Ison of Tennessee Engineering and Manufacturing, Inc. (TEAM). Wayne uses a very simple test procedure to determine if the wood his company uses in their aircraft kits meets the proper strength requirements. You can use the same test for suspect wood. I will also elaborate on other issues concerning the use of wood in aircraft structures. ^



SPLIT Splits are the result of rough handling of the wood or an induced stress. A split will usually extend completely through the entire thickness of the wood. They may be found anywhere on the piece of wood and are cause for rejection.



TheEAA/SportAir Workshop Schedule is as follows: February 13-14,1999.. Minneapolis, MN March 20-21, 1999.... Denton, TX



April 24-25, 1999 ... Park City, UT May 1-2, 1999.... Greensboro, NC Information on these workshops can be obtained by calling 800-967-5746 or by contacting the website at www.sportair.com The author may be emailed at [email protected]



Carburetor Crisis? This guy doesn't have an Ellison carburetor. He'll be ordering one, however, when he reaches shore. Ellison s patented system evenly distributes fuel for quick starts and efficient engine operation; giving you maximum time in



the air. And, they're fully aerobatic. Find out why Ellison is the right carburetor for your aircraft. For product literature, write, phone



425-271-3220, fax 425-277-9333, or visit our web site to email or to upload. EPS 4



Caiburetors You Can Bart On! www.ellison-fluid-systems.com Ellison Fluid Systems Inc. • 350 Airporl Way • Renton, WA 98055 For information, use SPORT AVIATION'S Reader Service Card
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